The following emergency amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 10th April 2013 by the Class Rules Sub Committee.

**Rule D 4.2.2. (j)**
**Amendment as follows:**
One cleat without moving parts and one guiding block directly behind the cleat for the spinnaker uphaul /downhaul system (adjusting the height of the spinnaker pole). An additional block, a rope and a device to attach the rope is permitted between the mast and the cleat mentioned above. One hole/bush at the mast partner for the spinnaker pole downhaul rope. Mast fittings for the spinnaker pole uphaul /downhaul are mentioned in F 2.6.15.

**Rule F.2.6.15**
**Amendment as follows:**
One spinnaker pole uphaul /downhaul made of rope and elastic and one hook. The spinnaker pole uphaul / downhaul may be fitted with two plastic balls. For the adjustment of the spinnaker pole uphaul / downhaul, only the following fittings are permitted: one eye or block on the foreside of the mast, located below the forestay and shroud rigging points; One eye or block or one hole/bush in the mast partner at the foreside of the mast near the level of the mast partner. One Two blocks or sheaves, or one Two fairleads at the bottom of the mast. (Additional fittings for the spinnaker pole uphaul / downhaul are stated in D.4.2.2.(j)).

**Rule F.2.8 WEIGHT**
**Amendment as follows:**
The mast weight, with fittings specified in F.2.6 but without the tensioning system mentioned in F.2.5.12 F.2.6.12 and the rope mentioned in F.2.5.13 F.2.6.13, and including fittings specified in F.5.1 without the elastic cord and the four fairleads stated in F.5.1.2 and with the length of elastic at the level of the spreaders as stated in F.5.1.2, shall be not less than 7.5 kg